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Live Sustainably.Live Simply.

Taking steps together to save our bees, the planet, and your food.



Blossom, sang the bee to the flowersBlossom, sang the bee to the flowers
Burst, sighed the bee to the treesBurst, sighed the bee to the trees

Together, murmured the bee to anotherTogether, murmured the bee to another
Bzzz, whispered the bee to meBzzz, whispered the bee to me

Thank you, I sang back to the flowersThank you, I sang back to the flowers
Thank you, I sighed back to the treesThank you, I sighed back to the trees

Thank you, I whispered back to the beeThank you, I whispered back to the bee
For gifting this world so selflesslyFor gifting this world so selflessly

Maude LilfordMaude Lilford



Where do honeybees live? In a hive!Where do honeybees live? In a hive!



Beekeepers build special beehives for their bees.Beekeepers build special beehives for their bees.



Bb is for bee.Bb is for bee.



Bees have six (6) legs and four (4) wings.Bees have six (6) legs and four (4) wings.



The inside of a beehive is made of beeswax hexagons  The inside of a beehive is made of beeswax hexagons  
called honeycomb. Worker bees build these cells to hold eggs and  called honeycomb. Worker bees build these cells to hold eggs and  

raise young bees, and to store their food. raise young bees, and to store their food. 
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The worker bee builds the hive and keeps it clean. She takes  The worker bee builds the hive and keeps it clean. She takes  
care of the Queen Bee and feeds all of the young bees.care of the Queen Bee and feeds all of the young bees.



The drones are the only male bees in the hive.  The drones are the only male bees in the hive.  
They have big eyes for seeing the Queen Bee.They have big eyes for seeing the Queen Bee.



The Queen Bee lays all of the eggs and is the  The Queen Bee lays all of the eggs and is the  
mother to all of the bees in the hive.mother to all of the bees in the hive.



Bees are our friends! Help protect the bees at  Bees are our friends! Help protect the bees at  
home by planting colourful flowers.home by planting colourful flowers.
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Many of the fruits and vegetables we eat come from bees  Many of the fruits and vegetables we eat come from bees  
visiting and pollinating flowers and helping them grow.visiting and pollinating flowers and helping them grow.



Bees drink nectar from flowers using their long  Bees drink nectar from flowers using their long  
tongues, bring it back to the hive, and put it inside the tongues, bring it back to the hive, and put it inside the 

 honeycomb. This turns into honey!  honeycomb. This turns into honey! 



Bears love to eat honey, just like humans do.Bears love to eat honey, just like humans do.



Birds, bees, butterflies and mice are all pollinators.  Birds, bees, butterflies and mice are all pollinators.  
Bees carry pollen in baskets on their legs.Bees carry pollen in baskets on their legs.



Did you know that bees talk to each other  Did you know that bees talk to each other  
by doing the waggle dance?by doing the waggle dance?



Bees can fly far away (8km’s!) from their  Bees can fly far away (8km’s!) from their  
hive to find flowers.hive to find flowers.
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